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How to Get Business to Business 
(B2B) Customers to Take Your 
Survey. 
Introduction: Do B2B Customers Really Respond to 
Surveys? 

Thanks to advancements in technology, just about anyone can 
design and launch a survey.  The prevalence of inexpensive 
survey tools, combined with the broader acceptance that 
the customer’s voice is critical for every business, has led to 
millions of online surveys being administered every year. 

With so many requests for feedback, it is easy to wonder: Do 
business to business customers still respond to surveys?

For every survey we field on behalf of our B2B clients, we 
achieve a statistically valid sample with high response rates – 
so we can say confidently that yes, customers still do respond 
to surveys. When respondents feel the time they spend will 
lead to action, they are more likely to complete your survey. 

On the other hand, when respondents feel like their feedback 
will not be used to influence their experience in a positive way, 
they are less likely to respond to your survey.

The Audience’s Receptiveness to Surveys 

Many factors will influence your survey response rates: 

• How long will it take customers to complete the survey?
• Are the questions relevant to all those invited to 

participate?
• Are question language, order, and scales all in accordance 

with best practices? 
• Is your messaging before and during the survey 

compelling?
• Does your technology and approach take spam avoidance 

into account?
 
All of these can have a significant impact on how many 
customers receive the survey and whether they are willing to 
take the time to share their feedback. Another determinant of 
response rates is the nature of the relationship your company 
has with its customers: 

• Are they long-term retainer agreements or is the work 
mostly project based?

• Does the account / customer service team speak with your 
customers daily, weekly, monthly, or less frequently?

• How much of the customer’s budget is allocated to the 
work they do with your company?
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Here are several reasons people 
respond to surveys: 

• They expect someone is listening.
• They believe their feedback will 

drive action.
• They want to praise someone. 
• They do it for the incentive.
• They are asked nicely. 
• They feel a connection with the 

person or organization. 
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Additionally, some audiences are simply more receptive to 
surveys than others. Propensity to respond to surveys can 
vary depending on a contact’s level within an organization, 
occupation, industry, geographic location, and culture, among 
others.  

Response Rates Effect on Data Reliability 

One of the most important requirements for generating 
reliable insights from survey data is a satisfactory sample size. 

Without a large enough sample size (relative to the total 
population being surveyed), you risk generating data that 
is unrepresentative of your population. Ultimately, this can 
hinder your ability to elicit meaningful insights to drive 
decision making.

Margin of error, influenced by confidence level, is a great tool 
in that indicates how confident you are that the sample is 
representative of your entire customer base. 

This is very important as the analysis of your survey data can 
help inform decisions about resource allocation, organizational 
changes, and process improvement initiatives.

Getting the margin of error as low as possible is crucial to 
getting an accurate picture of what is going on among your 
customer base. 

This is the primary reason for maximizing response rates, 
and why we at Satrix Solutions place so much emphasis on 
achieving industry leading response rates for our clients. 

If you are interested in a more in-depth discussion on this 
topic, please contact Satrix Solutions. 

Design a Survey Questionnaire that Adheres to Best 
Practices

A survey instrument should be relevant, focused, and 
unambiguous to ensure that you gather the data that you seek 
without being overly lengthy.

As such, surveys that are too long, use improper scales, include 
poor phrasing, or have questions that can potentially frustrate 
respondents lead to increased drop-offs and non-response.

Time Your Survey Appropriately
Although the particulars will differ depending on your 
population and the type of survey you are sending, you should 
avoid launching your survey around holidays and times of the 
year that your target audience may be busier than usual. 

You should also be cognizant of the time of day that you are 
sending survey invitations. As a rule of thumb, early morning 
and around noon tend to be the most effective in the business 
to business world.

Promote Your Survey Initiatives Frequently 
Beyond informing existing customers of your survey efforts, 
your sales team should also do their part by drumming up 
appreciation for future surveys when closing new deals.

During the onboarding process, remind new customers that 
your company conducts formal feedback programs and acts on 
the input received. 

These actions help to lay a strong foundation that the 
customer’s voice will be heard and sends a strong message of 
your commitment to engaging your customers.

A ROADMAP FOR
IMPROVING YOUR
SURVEY RESPONSE
RATES

PART 2

First phase survey responders tend to 
be the most opinionated members of a 
customer base and are where many of 
your actionable insights come from. 
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Consider Offering Some Anonymity to Survey Respondents
To obtain completely candid feedback, offering some form of 
anonymity is good practice. Providing respondents with a “safe 
place” to share candid feedback may require an independent 
third party to anonymize the data before it can be shared 
internally. 

To offer some anonymity, consider including a version of the 
question: “May we share your feedback directly with your 
account team?” when customers may want to specifically 
address their experience with certain people.

Maintain a Clean and Thorough Contact List 
Ensuring deliverability of your email invitations requires 
accurate email addresses. You should take steps to verify email 
addresses are updated and correct, contact names are spelled 
correctly, and that all relevant customer contacts are included. 

While this sounds easy, a complete and up-to-date contact 
list can be a struggle for many companies. Give yourself 
enough time to export the data from your systems, and have it 
reviewed for accuracy and completeness. 

Appending demographic data to your contact list will also 
enable you to analyze different segments once the survey is 
closed.

Limit the Number of Surveys You Send
Thanks to inexpensive survey tools and the varied goals within 
each department, customers can become inundated with 
requests for feedback. 

To avoid survey fatigue, work with your colleagues to 
determine the appropriate cadence.

A good rule of thumb: no more than 4 to 6 surveys (relationship 
surveys, onboarding surveys, product surveys, support surveys, 
etc.) per customer contact per year.

Avoid SPAM Filters
Today, we are all too familiar with email spam and its daily 
intrusion in our inbox. To ensure your survey messages are 
compliant with CAN-SPAM laws and reaches inboxes, we 
suggest you view the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003. 

In order to maximize the number of emails that are successfully 
delivered, we recommend that you monitor undelivered emails 

with an eye on hard bounces (meaning the recipients email 
server has completely blocked delivery). 

You should also carefully choose  words, punctuation, 
and formatting in your subject line and email body to 
avoid triggering spam filters (i.e. do not use all caps; extra 
exclamation points; words/phrases such as “free,” “click now,” 
or “open immediately”; inappropriate “Re” or “Fwd;” or too 
many images or other graphics). 

Finally, try running your survey invitation and reminder 
messages through a spam scoring applications, such as 
SpamAssassin. 

Know the Limitations of Your Survey Software
It is essential that your survey renders well on all browsers and 
devices. That’s because respondents will use either a desktop 
or mobile device to access your survey. 

Whether you are purchasing a survey software platform or 
signing up for a free online tool, carefully consider the features 
and functionality. 

If customers access the survey on a mobile device, will the 
survey adjust accordingly?  Does your survey appear correctly 
when viewed on different web browsers? 

A survey that is optimized properly will greatly impact 
response rates. 

Continually Take Action
Probably most important, if customers see your continuing 
effort in gathering and acting on their feedback, they become 
more likely to lend their input and have their voices heard. 

That’s why it is so important to demonstrate to customers that 
you listen to all feedback – positive and negative. 

Of course, you do not need to implement every 
recommendation but sharing improvements shows you’re 
focused on new ways to deliver an exceptional customer 
experience.

Try embedding your most important 
survey question in the email invitation 
to boost response rates.  
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Additional Tips:
• Offer incentives such as a charity donation to encourage 

responses.
• Ask customer-facing employees to “nudge” contacts to 

complete the survey.
• Include friendly reminders in email signatures and in-app 

messaging before and during your survey.  

The Non-Responder Survey 

If after implementing the above tips you still struggle with 
generating strong survey response rates you may want to 
consider the Non-Responder Survey. 

This is a one-question survey embedded directly in the body 
of the email that seeks to understand why customers may not 
have responded. 

Response options can vary from “I forgot” to “I’m not the 
appropriate person to respond” to “My feedback never leads 
to action.” While it may seem unlikely that non-responders will 
take the time (they are non-responders after all), it takes just a 
couple of seconds to reply and share some high level insights 
into why some of your customers are not participating.

Additionally, reaching out by phone to a small, randomly 
selected portion of your non-responders can provide valuable 
insight into the sentiment among all of your non-responders. 

This will allow you to get richer feedback than a single question 
non-responder survey but should be more manageable than 
following up with your entire list. 

Closing the Loop on Customer Feedback 

Closing the loop with all customers is critically important in 
any feedback program. If your customers don’t hear from you 
after your survey, they may think their feedback isn’t being 
reviewed or acted upon. This will reduce the likelihood they 
will respond to your next survey. 

This is one of the primary reasons response rates decline 
over time for many companies. For additional best practices, 
contact Satrix Solutions. 
 
Final Consideration: Partnering with a Third Party  

Not surprisingly, the burden of capturing, analyzing, and 
interpreting customer and employee feedback can oftentimes 
deplete internal resources.  For this reason, it may make sense 
to partner with a third-party consultant to oversee your survey 
endeavors. 

Doing so offers a number of advantages, including the ability 
to secure strong survey responses. Third party consultants 
are professionals who understand all aspects of feedback 
programs and will ensure your program will not stall in the face 
of changing priorities. They act as your voice of the customer 
champion, guaranteeing your programs will get the focus and 
attention required to be successful.

One potential concern, however, is the investment associated 
with these engagements. That why it is extremely important 
to make sure your third party consultant and its people take 
the time to understand your business, processes, the industry, 
customers, and company culture. 

Another advantage of working with with a third party 
consultant is the ability to leverage best practices and avoid 
common pitfalls. Additionally, the anonymity offered when 
using a third party to gather feedback results in more candid 
and constructive input from your customers, employees, and 
prospects.

For additional resources on survey response rates, please visit 
www.SatrixSolutions.com/blog
or email us at info@satrixsolutions.com. 
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